DNA – Why I Look Like Me!
Zuri leant in again and
slowly said, “Well, I’m glad to say
that I don’t look like my brothers
but I do look a bit like my mum.
You don’t
really look like yours.”
I peered closer. That was
true. I’m from China and Mum

from England. I was adopted so
my story is a bit different. I had
come out of someone else’s tummy,
made by a different Mum and
Dad. My DNA is different to hers
but that is our special story.
From Jada Mei Mathews’
Plan: Perfect by Kim Gillingham

The Science and Art of DNA

Guidance For Teachers
Science can get all tricky with the long and crazy words but they can be fun to say.
DNA stands for Deoxyribonucleic acid – say what? Dee-Oxy-Ray-boh-nooclay-ick acid. It’s the secret code that makes you look like you! It’s found in your
cells, all tightly coiled and protected.
Fun starter – Can you find the DNA in the cell? What other parts can you
find? (This is a fun activity to introduce kids to their cells).
At home, you can make one big one but in a class, I’d make them in an ice
cube tray so that every student can get one. They absolutely love dissecting their
cell. For those surgeons in your home or class that prefer the destroying of the cell,
set the challenge after to be all the pieces back inside 😊😊

Membrane

The outside that gives the cell its
shape

Cytoplasm

The jelly like liquid that everything
inside the cell floats in

Mitochondria (raison)

Responsible for the energy

Nucleus (grape)

Controls the cell

DNA (dried strip of fruit inside the
grape)

The ‘architect’ that designs you.

Ribosomes (sesame seeds or pine
nuts)

Responsible for repair

You can make a family sized cell or you can make them individually in an ice cube
tray. Give toothpicks for dissection and maybe tweezers.

Where are DNA Code Comes From
This code is passed on in your blood and comes from a long line of people in
your family. All living things get their code from their biological parents even
plants.
You get one set from the female and one set from the male. Together, your
biological mum and dad, give you your genetic code. Due to this, you’ll have some
traits (features or characteristics) that will be similar to the mum and some to the
dad. You may however, find somethings just don’t match. For example, your hair

might be a different colour than everyone else in your family but somewhere in
your ‘genetic line’ someone else likely had the same colour as you!
Look at these unusual traits that are often passed along in our DNA. Who can do
them in your family? Amongst your friends or in your class? Which ones are the
most common? You may find some surprising.

Trait Finder
Traits

You

Anyone else?

ACHOO Syndrome – When you
sneeze when you go from a dark
place into bright light
Clasp your hands together. Is the left
thumb over the right?
Lay your hands on the table and look
at your pinky. Does it bend in
towards the other fingers a bit?
Smile! Do you have dimples? Where
your checks go in a bit.
Who can roll their tongue so both
sides bend inwards? No hands
allowed.
Do you have freckles?
Your gender. Are you a boy? If so,
dad passed down the code ‘Y’ for
boy.
Facial expressions – are there any
you do the same as your parents or
friends?
Do you like to be awake early or stay
up late?
Mood. Are you a positive kind of
person? A glass half full type
How easily can you hear the perfect
pitch?
Can you smell odours in your pee
like asparagus?
Now here is where it can all get tricky, it’s the nature versus nurture debate. In
other words, which things can we learn? Which things are affected by our
environment, parents, friends and lessons? Can lead to an interesting discussion.

Not everyone has the same biology as their mum
and dad. Some people have a step-dad or mum,
some people are adopted, some have the genes
from one parent and the genes from someone
else, some have two mums and some have 2
dads where their genetic line has come from a
donor. There are so many different ways people
can have a child now but not having the same
DNA doesn’t stop the children being similar to
their parents. Just like some biological children
who share the same DNA may seem completely
different to others in their family.

class.

In short, nature describes what your genes do
and nurture is how people, events and life
influence you. For a fun activity about DNA go
to ‘Designer DNA’ and try it with your family or

***
So how does this link to talent? Are you good at something because your genes say
so? I suspect, that if you looked around your family, class or school you’d be able
to pick out people that you think are talented. Have you ever asked them how
much they practise what they do well? How much do they think about it?
In most cases, the talent may be a sheer result of a lot of practice. While some
science says that there may be slight influences in your genes that affect your
abilities (tone deafness or example, or feel good hormones being released by your
brain when you play football), the ability to be great however, can lie in your effort.
If you have never tried dice stacking, this could be a great example. You are not
born with the ability to stack dice but may very well be able to learn with some
good practise. What else could you try to learn that would be fun and nothing to do
with born talent.

DropThoughts Discussions
Can you be born bad? Can you be born good?
If you don’t have the trait for hearing perfect pitch can you be an incredible
musician?
Can you be smarter than your parents? What makes someone smart? Can you look
like your parents even if you were not made by their genes?

